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Introduction
The destruction of the Second Temple probably brought the 
continuous development of biblical Hebrew (= BH) (together 
with its last branch, the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls) to an 
end. With the destruction of the religious and spiritual center, 
the standard literary language disappeared, and its place was 
taken by the vernacular, namely mishnaic Hebrew (= MH). 
The recent discovery of the Bar Kokhba letters, some of which 
are in MH, supports this view. It is, however, most likely that 
MH had already existed previously for hundreds of years as a 
vernacular. Its influence can be detected in the later books of 
the Bible, e.g., the Chronicles and Esther, but it was not em-
ployed as a literary language until after the destruction of the 
Second Temple.

Types of Mishnaic Hebrew
Two main types of MH should be distinguished: (1) The lan-
guage of the tannaim, i.e., the Hebrew (= H) of the Mishnah, 
the Tosefta, the halakhic Midrashim, and the baraitot in the 
two Talmuds. (It seems, however, that the baraitot of the Bab-
ylonian Talmud were influenced by the language of the amo-
raim, see (2)). It may be assumed that these literary works go 
back to a time when MH was still spoken, most probably until 
the end of the second century C.E. (see below). The language 
of the tannaim is known (a) in the form as used in Palestine (of-
ten vocalized with the Tiberian vocalization); (b) in the form 
it was transmitted in Babylonia, sometimes vocalized with the 
Babylonian vocalization. (2) The language of the amoraim. A 
distinction, however, must also be made between (a) the lan-
guage of the Palestinian amoraim (the Hebrew in the Palestin-
ian Talmud and the aggadic Midrashim); (b) the language of 
the Babylonian amoraim (the Hebrew in the Babylonian Tal-
mud). Since at this period (third–fifth centuries C.E.), MH was 
probably no longer a spoken language in Palestine – certainly 
not in Babylonia – it may be assumed that, as in modern H, 
this dialect was mixed with BH, as well as with Aramaic (= A) 
of the respective areas (more than tannaitic H). As a result, the 
H of the amoraim cannot be employed as a trustworthy basis 
for the study of MH (on further difficulties, see infra second 
drawback of Segal – The Problem of the Sources of MH).

Besides the above three categories, mention should be 
made of the language of prayer and benediction which also in 
the language of the tannaim contains elements from BH. Even 
in general prose the BH elements in tannaitic sources might 
in a few cases be quotations or allusions from the Bible rather 
than living elements.

Geographical Provenance of Mishnaic Hebrew
It may be assumed that MH was the vernacular only in Judea 
which was resettled by the Babylonian exiles in the sixth and 
fifth centuries B.C.E. In the rest of Palestine, especially in 
Galilee which had been conquered by the Maccabees (sec-
ond century B.C.E.), a was apparently the only vernacular. 
The few A words in the New Testament also point to this con-
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clusion, since the major New Testament figures came from 
Galilee. After the Bar Kokhba revolt (132–135 C.E.), however, 
when the Romans had nearly annihilated the whole popula-
tion or sold them into slavery, the number of settlements in 
Judea was greatly diminished. The rabbis and their disciples 
moved to Galilee bringing with them their language and the 
tannaitic literature written in it, i.e., MH. On the other hand, 
their children, born in an Aramaic-speaking environment, 
did not continue to speak H. As R. Meir (a contemporary of 
R. Judah ha-Nasi) states: (קריאת) כל הדר בארץ ישראל וקורא קרית 
-Any“) .שמע שחרית ערבית ומדבר בלשון הקודש הריהו בן העולם הבא
one who dwells in Ereẓ Israel, recites the Šemaʿ morning and 
evening, and speaks in the ‘Holy Tongue’ is assured a place in 
the world to come,” Sif. Deut. 333 and parallels). While there 
were still Jews who spoke MH, its position was already shaky 
and was in need of some kind of strengthening. The statement 
of R. Judah ha-Nasi: בארץ ישראל לשון סורסי למה? או לשון הקודש 
 In Ereẓ Israel why Syriac (i.e., Aramaic)? Either“) או לשון יונית
the ‘Holy Tongue’ or Greek,” BB 82a) shows that the language 
of his contemporaries was mainly A.

The few Jews who continued to live in Judea possibly still 
spoke H. An indication of this may perhaps be found in the 
statement of R. Jonathan (fourth century C.E.) from Eleuthe-
ropolis, southern Palestine, who recommended לדיבור  עברי 
(“Hebrew as the vernacular,” TJ, Meg. 71b, bot.). This indicates 
that MH had not completely died out in this area, but in Gali-
lee it was nonexistent. R. Johanan (the first Palestinian amora 
who was still a disciple of R. Judah ha-Nasi) had to empha-
size that in MH the correct plural of ָרֵחל (“ewe”) is in a cer-
tain case (Epstein) ְרֵחלֹות and not ְרֵחִלים as in BH. (His maxim 
was לשון תורה לעצמה ולשון חכמים לעצמן (“The language of the 
Torah is a language by itself and the language of the sages is a 
language by itself ” (Hul. 137b)). The assumption that MH died 
out because the tannaim moved to Galilee explains why the 
disciples of R. Judah ha-Nasi had to ask his maidservant the 
meaning of such H words as ַמְטֲאֵטא (“broom”) (occurring in 
the Bible) and ֲחַלְגלֹוגֹות (“purslane”) which were unclear to 
them (Meg. 11a). It may be assumed that the (old?) maidser-
vant had moved from Judea to Galilee with R. Judah’s house-
hold, and, therefore, spoke H. On the other hand, the (young?) 
disciples, who may have been born in Galilee, did not know 
the meaning of these words.

The Problem of Mishnaic Hebrew
The religious reformer A. Geiger, who was the first to write a 
scientific grammar of MH, thought that MH had never been a 
spoken language, but had been artificially created by the rabbis 
to facilitate their halakhic discussions. He was not the first to 
hold the opinion that MH was not a “normal” H dialect; some 
medieval Jewish scholars considered it to be a “corrupt” BH 
to a large extent. Since the concept of linguistic development 
was unknown in the Middle Ages, medieval scholars could 
see the reason for the differences between BH and MH only as 
deliberately wrought changes. Geiger, however, lived at a time 
when the historical study of languages and their development 

was taken for granted. H. Graetz, S.D. Luzzatto, and J. Levy, 
contemporaries of Geiger, strongly opposed his views. How-
ever, they, like Geiger, did not substantiate their arguments 
with tangible proofs and Geiger’s view came to be accepted by 
all contemporary non-Jewish and some Jewish scholars until 
Segal refuted it convincingly.

In an article published at the beginning of the 20t cen-
tury (JQR 1908), M.H. Segal showed Geiger’s views to be un-
founded. He demonstrated that MH was a natural outgrowth 
of BH (by BH is meant, besides the archaic poetic H and the 
standard prose, also late biblical Hebrew (= LBH) such as 
the language of the Books of Chronicles and the Book of Es-
ther) and the natural link coming after LBH. As an example, 
consider the independent first person singular pronouns 
 both of which are found in BH. In LBH there is (I =) ָאנִֹכי – ֲאִני
a distinct trend toward the use of ֲאִני. Moreover in the Books 
of Chronicles, which parallel the Books of Samuel and Kings 
to a great extent, ָאנִֹכי is replaced by ֲאִני (e.g., I Chron. 21:10 = 
II Sam. 24:12). In MH only ֲאִני survived. Were MH an artificial 
language, it would be impossible to understand how the rab-
bis, not being modern linguists, were able to choose only the 
elements which belong to LBH. The situation is understand-
able, however, if it is assumed that MH was the natural con-
tinuation of LBH.

MH also has forms which are to be found neither in BH 
nor in A. Were Geiger correct in assuming that MH was an 
artificial creation, representing a mixture of BH and A, these 
novel forms in MH could not be explained, for example, where 
did MH get the pronoun ָאנּו (“we,” found once in the Bible (Jer. 
42:4) as ketib)? Clearly Geiger’s opinion is in this form totally 
unfounded (see following par.).

The recent discoveries in the Judean Desert, especially 
the letters of Bar Kokhba and his contemporaries, some of 
which are written in MH, have dispelled all doubts as to Segal’s 
conclusions. These letters show – as was rightly pointed out 
by Milik – that MH was a living natural language. As a matter 
of fact, however, both Segal and Geiger were right. MH was 
a living language in Palestine only until about 200 C.E., the 
time of the tannaim, but a dead language during the time of 
the amoraim.

The Problem of the Sources 
of Mishnaic Hebrew

Segal committed two methodical errors in his study which 
he repeated in the grammars of MH composed later: (1) he 
tried to minimize the extent of the influence of A on MH; (2) 
he based his work on the printed texts of MH rather than on 
manuscripts, which was an especially grave scholarly mis-
judgment.

The studies over the past decades of J.N. Epstein, H. Ya-
lon, and S. Lieberman have shown that the printed texts are 
unreliable. This does not refer only to normal scribal errors, 
but it can be shown that during the Middle Ages the copyists, 
and later the printers, tried to harmonize MH with BH because 
they considered departures from BH in MH as mistakes. This 
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“correcting” tendency led to a complete distortion of the lin-
guistic structure of MH.

The following examples will prove this point. A glance at 
any dictionary of MH will show that the word “man” occurs 
in the BH form ָאָדם. Since Segal’s works appeared, however, 
hundreds of examples of the spelling ָאָדן have been discovered 
in manuscripts of the Mishnah, Tosefta, the Palestinian Tal-
mud, and the aggadic Midrashim (Epstein). It was corrected 
out of existence in printed versions, and in manuscripts where 
the form ָאָדן does appear the beginnings of correction can al-
ready be observed (see, e.g., Ms. Kaufmann to Ber. 1:8). This 
phenomenon may be taken as clear proof of the widespread 
tampering with the printed text: the form ָאָדן has completely 
disappeared from the printed texts on which the existing dic-
tionaries of MH are based.

The following is another example: Segal states in his 
grammar that the second person singular masculine posses-
sive (and objective) pronoun in MH is identical with the bibli-
cal form ָך e.g., ָבְרָך -Mainly on the basis of vo .(”your word“) ּדְ
calized manuscripts of mishnaic literature, as well as the oral 
reading tradition especially of Yemenite Jews, H. Yalon has 
shown that the correct form in MH is ְך-ָ, i.e., ָבָרְך  The form .ּדְ
was still known to be MH by the disciples of the medieval gram-
marian *Menahem b. Jacob ibn Saruq and is preserved until 
this day in the prayer book of the Sephardi (and Yemenite) 
ritual, e.g., ְוָנֲעִריָצְך ְך  יׁשָ  Let us sanctify you and glorify“) ַנְקּדִ
you”). In the prayer book of the Ashkenazi ritual, however, 
these forms have been “corrected” by the grammarians. Only 
in piyyutim are traces of the form still to be found, e.g., in the 
piyyut for *Hoshanah Rabba: ִריָתְך ְך (למען) ּבְ   (הושע נא למען) ֲאִמּתָ
(“Your truth and your covenant”). Early transcriptions on the 
Hexapla (third century C.E.) and in the writings of *Jerome 
(fourth and fifth centuries C.E.) lead to the same conclusion. 
They superimposed it, however, on the biblical text (Ben-
Ḥayyim). In the Sephardi communities there were also dis-
putes as to whether this ending should be retained or dropped 
because the grammarians demanded the eradication of the 
“error.” Recently, it has been shown that the second person 
singular feminine possessive pronoun suffered a similar fate. 
In manuscripts the ending ִיְך is found; thus ָבִריְך ָבֵרְך and not ּדְ  .ּדְ
Both these suffixes go back to A.

Having come to the conclusion that MH, as it appears in 
the printed texts, is unreliable, the problem arises: On what 
uncorrupted source can a description of MH be based? It can 
also be shown that even manuscripts of the Mishnah, the 
Tosefta, and the halakhic Midrashim are linguistically unre-
liable. The problem is to find a manuscript which the copyists 
have changed only to a minimal extent. The same problem ex-
ists with regard to the A of the Palestinian and Babylonian Tal-
muds. As to the Palestinian Talmud, the problem was solved 
mainly by comparing its A portions to the language of the 
contemporary Galilean inscriptions composed in A. Those 
manuscripts which were linguistically the closest to the Gali-
lean inscriptions were thus linguistically most reliable. Con-
cerning MH, this procedure was more difficult since inscrip-

tions or parchments written in MH, such as the Bar Kokhba 
letters, are quite rare.

With the aid of reliable manuscripts of the Palestinian 
Talmud, it is possible, however, to identify good manuscripts 
of MH. It may be assumed that if the A portions of the text 
were not corrupted by the copyists, then the H portions are 
also reliable. With the help of these manuscripts, the few exist-
ing H inscriptions, transcriptions of Hebrew–Aramaic words 
in the New Testament, in Greek inscriptions, and in the writ-
ing (transcriptions) of certain Church Fathers, it was possi-
ble to establish the most salient criteria for determining how 
to identify uncorrupted manuscripts. In general, the copyists 
harmonized the spelling conventions of MH with those of the 
Bible and the Babylonian Talmud. Thus, if it were possible to 
show that the words in a particular manuscript had spellings 
and forms which differed from those found in the Bible and 
in the Babylonian Talmud, but were parallel to forms found 
in inscriptions and in the Greek transcriptions from Palestine, 
then it would be proved that the manuscript represented Pal-
estinian MH close to its original form.

The following are a few examples to illustrate the above 
methodology:

(1) In good manuscripts of MH there is the form לעזר in-
stead of the biblical ֶאְלָעָזר. This form is found in contempo-
rary Palestinian inscriptions and in the New Testament. On 
the other hand, it is nonexistent in Babylonian manuscripts 
and sources. This shows that manuscripts with the form לעזר 
represent a Palestinian version.

(2) The name Shammai is always spelled שמאי in the 
Babylonian Talmud. In good manuscripts of the Mishnah 
it is spelled ִי ּמַ ִיי or ׁשַ ּמַ -It can be demonstrated that the or .ׁשַ
thography יי ,-י- is the Palestinian representation of the final 
diphthong ay. (The problem of the final ḥiriq (e) remains as 
yet unsolved.) On the other hand the Babylonian orthogra-
phy is אי-.

With the aid of several other distinguishing features, it 
was possible to identify several good manuscripts, in particu-
lar the following: the Kaufmann manuscript of the Mishnah 
(entirely vocalized), the Parma manuscript of the Mishnah 
(partially vocalized), the Cambridge manuscript published 
by W.H. Lowe (unvocalized), and fragments from the Cairo 
Genizah. The first two manuscripts mentioned above are vo-
calized with Tiberian signs, though in a vulgar manner since 
the punctuator, who had a “Sephardi” pronunciation, inter-
changed qameṣ with pattaḥ, ṣere with segol (and qameṣ qaṭon 
with ḥolem). The above sources represent, more or less, Pal-
estinian tannaitic H. On the other hand, the Sifra manuscript 
(which is good) and certain Mishnah fragments from the 
Cairo Genizah, both with Babylonian vocalization, reflect tan-
naitic H as preserved in Babylonia.

With regard to the language of the Palestinian amoraim, 
the Vatican Ms. Ebr. 30 of Bereshit Rabbah, as well as the 
Genizah fragments of the Palestinian Talmud, were found to 
be reliable. Reliable sources for the H of the Babylonian amo-
raim have as yet to be determined.
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The following description of MH is based, in the main, 
on the Kaufmann manuscript. Occasionally, reference will 
be made to Babylonian vocalized forms known mainly from 
the Sifra (see previous par.) and from Genizah fragments of 
the Mishnah (published mainly by P. Kahle and studied by E. 
Porath and recently by I. Yeivin).

Spelling
The spelling is more plene than that of BH. Not only the so-
called long vowels (ū, ō) are spelled with ו (waw) e.g., ׁשֹוֵמר 
(“guard”), but also short and even half vowels are indicated 
by ו, e.g., ֳעוָמִרים (“sheaves”) (the punctuator crossed out the 
 The same applies, more or less, to the different varieties of .(ו
i-e-ε (long and short) being spelled with י (yod), e.g., ִליְקרֹות 
(“to read”). Even א ( aʾlep) is (rarely) used to indicate (a), e.g., 
ָיאָרה  used ,י and ו .(.also, cf., the following par) (”caravan“) ׁשְ
as consonants, are often doubled, thus: יי ,וו. The vowels e, ε 
as word finals might be indicated by י, cf., יווני = Yavne (see 
the following par.). Sometimes even spellings reminiscent 
of the Dead Sea Scrolls are found, like ִליְקרֹאות (“to read”); 
the etymological א plus the ו indicating (o). As the above-
mentioned ָיאָרה -could be used as a vowel let א ,indicates ׁשְ
ter for a.

Phonetics
CONSONANTS. The consonantal inventory of MH is identical 
with that of BH. Though, undoubtedly, some change took place 
in their realization (= pronunciation) during the period under 
discussion, there is no foundation whatsoever for Kahle’s as-
sumption that the laryngeals and pharyngeals were completely 
lost. Nevertheless, some interchanges of these phonemes are 
found. It is known that in Tivon, Haifa, Beth-Shean, and in 
the academy of Eliezer b. Jacob ע ( aʿyin) and א ( aʾlep) were in-
terchanged. According to the Babylonian Talmud, the Gali-
leans were unable to distinguish between א ( aʾlep), ה (he), ח 
(ḥet), and ע ( aʿyin) in their a vernacular, a statement which, 
however, seems exaggerated. The laryngeals and pharyngeals 
were apparently confused mainly in the large urban centers, 
as a result of Greek influence. MH, as transmitted, has only 
been slightly influenced by this confusion and there are only 
a few places in the Mishnah where the amoraim are in doubt 
as to whether the correct reading is with א or ע, e.g., ֵאיד or ֵעיד 
(“festival”) (Mishnah Av. Zar. 1:1).

It is quite possible, however, that the linguistic change 
 ,.took place (as in Galilean Aramaic), e.g (ḥet > aʿyin) ח > ע
 Final mem .(Mishnah Ta’an.3:8) (”he made a circle“) ָעג עּוָגה
in non-declined words very often turns into nun ָאָדן  <  ָאָדם 
or ֵהם  >  ֿב .(see above the Problem of the Sources of MH) ֵהן 
(ḇet = ב without dageš) and ו (waw) merged. Thus they were 
interchanged in manuscripts, e.g., ַיְבֶנה (place name) is spelled 
-are very infre (kap) ּכ and (qop) ק Interchanges between .יווני
quent. More common is the interchange ּב (bet) and ּפ (pe), e.g., 
ָעִרים (= ְלַהְבִקיַע) ְלַהְבִקַיע ָעִרים = ְלַהְפִקיַע ׁשְ -to raise prices arbi“) ׁשְ
trarily”) (Ta’an. 2:9). Initial א (when followed by a half vowel?) 
is sometimes dropped (+ its vowel) cf. above לעזר אלעזר (The 
Problem of the Sources).

VOWELS. The vowels of MH at first glance also seem identi-
cal with those of BH. There is, however, reason to assume that 
some change took place, thus instead of ḥiriq qaton a type of 
ε (segol) was pronounced, and instead of qibbuẓ a type of ο 
(qameṣ qaṭon – ḥolem). However, even in manuscripts, very 
few examples of this pronunciation have survived, apparently 
as a result of the “corrections” of copyists under the influ-
ence of BH, e.g., יל ה ,ֶהּלֵ ל = .etc חֹוְצּפָ ה ,(proper noun) ִהּלֵ  חּוְצּפָ
(“ḥuẓpa”). This type of pronunciation parallels that known 
from the transcriptions of the Septuagint and from vocalized 
texts of Galilean Aramaic.

ASSIMILATION AND DISSIMILATION. Assimilation of 
consonants in MH occurs more or less under the same cir-
cumstances as in BH. Vowels, as in Galilean Aramaic, pre-
ceding labials tended to be realized as o (u) e.g., ין ין > ְמֻסּבִ  ְמִסּבִ
(in the Haggadah of Passover “reclining”) (Ben-Ḥayyim). 
 seems to have had the same effect on vowels as (reš) ר
labials. This accounts for forms like ַקְרּדֹם  >  ‡  (BH) קֹוְרּדֹום 
(“spade”), etc. (also cf. the Greek name of the river ן  = ַיְרּדֵ
Yordan(ēs)). A long ī apparently could turn a preceding half 
vowel (šewa (:)) into an i, e.g., יִסיד ִסיד instead of) ּבִ  with“) (ּבְ
lime”).

Dissimilation of a consonant occurs in the word ִלית  ַמְרּגָ
μαργαρίτις (“pearl”) and of a vowel in the Greek word ִנימֹוס 
(from Greek νόμος (“law”) (on the pattern of ּתֹוכֹון) יכֹון  ּתֹוְך – ּתִ
‡ > (“inside,” “central”).

Metathesis occurs in נמיל ((“port”), ְלֵמן in the Palestinian 
form), the Babylonian form of the Greek λιμήν.

Morphology
PRONOUNS. Independent Personal Pronouns

Comparative Table
(not all the vocalizations of MH are documented) 

Mishnaic Hebrew Biblical Hebrew

ֲאִני  ֲאִני,ָאנִֹכי    

ַאּתְ ה,ַאּתְ  ַאּתָ (אתי) ַאּתְ ה  ַאּתָ
ִהיא הּוא  ִהיא הּוא 
ָאנּו  , ַנְחנּו   ֲאַנְחנּוֹ  

ם ן (?),ַאּתֶ ַאּתֶ ן  ם, ַאּתֶ ַאּתֶ ן ָנה, ַאּתֶ ַאּתֵ ם  ַאּתֶ
ֵהם,ֵהן ֵהם,ֵהן  ה ֵהּנָ ה  ֵהם,ֵהּמָ

In MH (and already in LBH) ָאנִֹכי had disappeared. ַאְת as 
a masculine pronoun is apparently a borrowing from A. ָאנּו 
is an internal H development. The vocalic endings of ה  and ֵהּמָ
ה  (nun)ן was apt to appear as (mem) ם disappeared. Final ֵהּנָ
(see above Phonetics, consonants), therefore in both the pro-
noun and the verb the plural masculine and feminine forms 
merged (see following pars. on possessive pronouns and verb 
(the conjugation)).

The independent personal pronouns furnish a good 
example for the elements which make up MH: (1) BH; (2) A; 
(3) internal H development.
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Possessive Suffixes
(not all the vocalizations of MH are documented)

Mishnaic Hebrew Biblical Hebrew

ָבִרי  ּדְ ָבִרי    ּדְ  

ָבִריְך ּדְ ָבָרְך  ּדְ ָבֵרְך  ּדְ ָבְרָך  ּדְ
ָבָרּה ּדְ ָברֹו  ּדְ ָבָרּה  ּדְ ָבָרֹו  ּדְ
ָבֵרנּו  ּדְ ָבֵרנּו    ּדְ  

ַבְרֶכן,-ם ּדְ ַבְרֶכם,-ן  ּדְ ַבְרֶכן  ּדְ ַבְרֶכם  ּדְ
ָבָרם,-ן ּדְ ָבָרם,-ן  ּדְ ָבָרם  ּדְ ָבָרם  ּדְ

Note: Instead of the ending ם ,ָ-ן-ָ there occurs also an ending 
 ,being crossed out (Epstein י the ,-ן generally corrected to ,-ים
Kutscher). It is found also as an object suffix of the perfect. 
The second person singular masculine (Yalon) and feminine 
(Kutscher) forms are the result of A influence. (On the inter-
change מ (mem) > נ (nun), see above Phonetics.)

Independent Possessive Pronouns. MH developed an inde-
pendent possessive pronoun – ל י ,.e.g ,(ל geminated) ׁשֶ ּלִ  ׁשֶ
(“mine”). The distribution between this pronoun and the suf-
fixed forms is still unclear as are the rules governing the use 
of the definite article in this case. The beginning of this de-
velopment is to be found in the biblical form -ר ל  MH =) ֲאׁשֶ
- ר לֹו ,.e.g ,(ׁשֶ ֶנה ֲאׁשֶ ׁשְ ֶבת ַהּמִ ִמְרּכֶ -in the chariot of his second“) ּבְ
in-command,” Gen. 41:43).

Demonstrative Pronouns. Near Deictic Pronouns.

      Mishnaic Hebrew                 Biblical

זֹו ֶזה  (זֹה,זֹו) זֹאת ֶזה 
ֵאּלּו  ה   ֵאּלֶ  

Instead of ֹזאת which predominates in the Bible, זֹו, found 
mainly in LBH, occurs in MH. It is possible that this word en-
tered MH from another dialect. (If it is assumed that the form 
developed in MH from the BH זֹאת, it is impossible to explain 
the loss of the final ת (taw). The form ֵאּלּו perhaps developed 
under the influence of plural verbal forms, such as ְתבּו  .etc ,ּכָ
It is unclear under what conditions the definite article is em-
ployed with the noun and the demonstrative pronoun.

Far Deictic Pronouns. Alongside the forms ַהִהיא ,ַההּוא, etc., 
there are the following forms in MH: ה ז ,ַהּלָ  for the masculine ַהּלָ
and the feminine, (ילּו לּו (ַהּלֵ  for the plural. The particle ָהֵאיּלּו־ַהּלָ
 with suffixed pronouns acts as a demonstrative pronoun ֵאת
(preceding the noun), e.g., אֹותֹו ַהּיֹום (“that day”). The reflex-
ive pronoun is created by using ֶעֶצם (“bone”) (very much like 
the English “(my) self,” e.g., קֹוֶנה ֶאת ַעְצמֹו “he acquires himself 
(= his freedom)”); הּוא ַעְצמֹו (“he himself ”). The relative pro-
noun is - .which appears both in archaic BH and in LBH ,ׁשֶ

Since - ר can scarcely go back to ׁשֶ  of BH and besides ֲאׁשֶ
is paralleled by the Akkadian ša, here too (see Near Deictic 
Pronouns) an H dialect different from BH may be assumed 
as its origin.

VERB. Verbal Roots. The verbal root pattern xyx, e.g., רֹוְך  ּכָ
(“to wrap”) only emerges in MH while four radicals, e.g., from 
 or by duplicating the ,(”to shake“) ְלַנֲעֵנַע roots of the type ע״ו
last radical, e.g., ב .already appear in BH (”to mix“) ַעְרּבֵ

Conjugations. The puʿʿal has practically disappeared (the 
participle excepted). The perfect of hitpaʿʿel practically disap-
peared and the form nitpaaʿl (corrupted in the printed edi-
tions to nitpaʿʿel) occurs instead (only twice in the Bible). It 
is apparently a blend of nitpaʿʿal and hitpaʿʿel. In the פי״ו verb 
an eʾttapʿʿal conjugation (borrowed from A) exists (extremely 
rare).

In addition to the hip iʿl there is also a šap eʿl conjugation 
(assumed to be borrowed from Akkadian through a) which 
is conjugated like the paʿʿel, e.g., ְחֵרר  Traces of .(”to liberate“) ׁשַ
the passive qal are found in the פ״נ verbs, e.g., ‡ל  ,(”taken“) נּוּטַ
etc., however it might be a recreation in MH as in modern He-
brew י ְכּתִ ַ י and not (”I was bitten“) ֻנּשׁ ְכּתִ ַ  which is identical ִנּשׁ
with the piʿʿel (here an active form). This usage was extended 
to other verbs, e.g., נוצר(??) (“saved”).

The exact meanings of the various conjugations still re-
main to be clarified. The following is a tentative description:

The qal is generally identical with the qal of BH, i.e., it 
can indicate a simple action (transitive or intransitive) and it 
can serve as a denominative even in a case like ָרה חֹוֶלֶבת  ,.lit) ּפָ
“a milking cow”). There is, however, a conspicuous difference 
in the intransitive verbs. While in BH a form like ַָדְלּת  can ּגָ
mean both “you were great” and “you became great” (even 
“you are great”), in MH only the second meaning occurs, e.g. 
ְדָלה  the first meaning has to ;(”grew” < “she became great“) ּגָ
be expressed by means of the auxiliary ָהָיה, plus the participle 
or adjective, e.g., דֹול .ָהָיה ּגָ

Nip aʿl also seems generally to be identical with BH, i.e., it 
can be a reflexive ִנְטַמן (“he hid himself ”) and also ַאל  he“) ִנׁשְ
asked for himself ”), apparently in a reciprocal meaning ֶנְחְלקּו 
(“they disputed”), but generally a passive, e.g., ֶנֱאַכל (“it was 
eaten up”), and perhaps also with a new meaning to express 
perfectivity (inchoation), e.g., ָזכּור ֲאִני (“I am remembering”) 
but ר  is employed זכר In BH qal .(”it comes to my mind“) ֲאִני ִנְזּכָ
in both meanings. Maybe ִנְכַנס (“he entered”) has to be ex-
plained the same way (cf., ָאֵסף .(he entered,” Num. 11:30“ ַוּיֵ

Pi eʿl, as in BH, expresses intensive action, meaning re-
peated action, or an action performed on many objects (Yalon) 
(cf., BH ּפֹר לֹֹא ָבָתר ֶוְך …ְוֶאת ַהּצִ ּתָ pi) אָֹתם ּבַ eʿl) ר  and cut“) (qal) ַוְיַבּתֵ
them in two… but he did not cut up the bird,” Gen. 15:10)); or 
when the work is performed by many actors, e.g., ין ׁשִ  ָהיו ְמַתּלְ
(“they were plucking”); also as a denominative, e.g., ִנין ּשׁ  ְמַעְ
(“to fumigate”); even in a privative sense ִלין  to remove“) ְמַיּבְ
wens”), and as a causative ִדין  .(”to help in childbearing“) ְמַיּלְ
The pi eʿl also can serve in an intransitive meaning as an incho-
ative ירּו יּכֵ  A few cases of this last meaning .(”began to ripen“) ּבִ
already appear in BH, e.g., ָחה ּתְ  has been opened,” lit., “has“) ּפִ
opened”). In some cases the pi eʿl seems to have dislodged the 
qal without change of meaning, e.g., ר  .Pes) (”he passed“) ִעיּבֵ
3:8), but whether it is a general feature of MH (Ben-Hayyim) 
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has still to be established (cf., BH ּדֵֹבר (“speaking”) qal, but 
generally the pi eʿl is employed).

Hiʿpil, as in BH, serves as a causative ִחיִטין  cause to“) ַמׁשְ
slaughter”), as a denominative ִהְגִריל (“he cast lots”) as in the 
pi eʿl (also nip aʿl and qal to a certain extent). It also serves as 
an inchoative יר .(”he grew rich“) ֶהֱעׁשִ

The hop aʿl served as a passive of the hip iʿl.
The hitpaʿʿel-nitpaʿʿal is mainly employed, as in BH, as a 

reflexive, e.g., ג ּפַ he dried himself“) ִנְסּתַ ”), also as an incho-
ative, e.g., ה ּטָ ּתַ פּו a reciprocal ,(”he went mad“) ִנׁשְ ּתָ ּתַ  they“) ִנׁשְ
became partners”), and very often as a passive ה ּלָ -it be“) ִנְתּגַ
came uncovered”), rare in BH. In contrast to BH where it serves 
as a denominative very often meaning “to pretend to,” e.g., 
ר ֵ  in MH this meaning does not ,(”he pretends to be rich“) ִמְתַעּשׁ
occur and in the hitpaʿʿel it means “to become rich” (cf. Hip iʿl). 
The šap eʿl is a causative (but conjugated as a pi eʿl).

Prefixes and Suffixes of The Tenses. As with personal pro-
nouns, the masculine and feminine forms in the perfect of the 
verb also coalesced as a result of the phonological develop-
ment of final ם (mem) > ן (nun), thus כתבתן – כתבתם. The loss 
of the feminine plural forms in the imperfect is the result of a 
different process. All the archaic forms of BH, e.g., imperfect 
forms with the ending n (ן) such as ְמרּון ׁשְ  you (plur.) will“) ּתִ
guard”) disappeared from MH (in spite of the fact that some 
of them were identical with the parallel a forms).

 Perfect  

י  ַתְבּתִ ּכָ  

ַתְבּתְ ּכָ ה  ַתְבּתָ ּכָ
ְתָבה ּכָ ַתב  ּכָ
ַתְבנּו  ּכָ  

ן,-ם  ַתְבּתֵ ּכְ  

ְתבּו  ּכָ  

(Note the full spelling of כתבתה). It should be noted that MH 
(as in the Dead Sea Scrolls) very often uses the pausal forms 
also instead of the contextual form. This is always the case 
in the hop aʿl, e.g., ן ּכָ ׁשְ ׁשּו ַלּמִ  they were dedicated to the“) הּוְקּדָ
Tabernacle,” Zev. 14:10).

 Imperfect  

ֶאְכּתֹב   

ִבי ְכּתְ ּתִ ְכּתֹב  ּתִ
ְכּתֹב ּתִ ִיְכּתֹב 
ִנְכּתֹב   

בּו  ְכּתְ ּתִ  

בּו  ִיְכּתְ  

Participle (Imperative and Infinitive). The main changes in 
the participle are in the feminine singular only the ת-ֶ ending 
is used: ׁשֹוֶמֶרת (“guarding”) (except for the ע״ו, and (ל״א) ל״י 
verbs to a certain extent), while the plural masculine employs, 

besides the ending ים- also ין-ִ (A). In the imperative, the femi-
nine plural is replaced by the masculine plural (cf., imperfect 
above). The participle can be negated by לֹא and not only by 
ּלֹא ל while the infinitive is negated by ,אין ּלֹא ַלְחּתֹום ,.e.g ,ׁשֶ  ׁשֶ
ִיי יי =) ֵאינֹו ַרׁשַ ַ .(”it is not permitted not to seal“) (ַרּשׁ

Verb Classes. Strong Verb. In the qal perfect only the patterns 
יָכה) ָקֵטל and ָקַטל  it became dark”) have survived, while in“ ָחׁשֵ
the participle all three forms, attested in BH; ָקֵטֹל ,קֹוֵטל, (e.g., 
ֵלק  can,” “is (he“)) ָיכֹול = ָקטֹל burning”) and the only case of“ ּדָ
able”) appear. (Incidentally, the feminine and the plurals, not 
attested in BH Hebrew, are ְיכּולֹות ,ְיכּוִלין ,ְיכּוָלה.) In the “imper-
fect” there seems to be a tendency to turn (a) forms (of the 
intransitive verb) into (o) forms, cf., ִיקרֹוׁש (“it should con-
geal”). The spelling indicates an (o) imperfect; the punctua-
tor of the manuscript, however, crossed out the ו (waw) and 
vocalized ִיקַרׁש (also see verbs ע״ח). In the hitpaʿʿel imperfect 
there appear, though rarely, also forms like ר ְתַחּבַ  (”consort“) ּתִ
(Avot 1:7).

Weak Verb. פ״א verbs: the infinite of qal is patterned after 
the ‘imperfect’; לֹוַמר (“to say”) etc. (cf., Spelling above), לֹוַכל 
(“to eat”).

ה verbs: note the form פ״ע ה =) (”it was done“) ֶנֱעׂשָ  ַנֲעׂשָ
in BH).

 verbs: in the imperfect and imperative the (a) turns ע״ח
(always?) into (o), e.g., חֹוט חֹוט (”he shall slaughter“) ִיׁשְ  ׁשְ
(“slaughter”) (see above the strong verb).

 verbs generally turned (as in ל״א verbs: The ל״י and ל״א
A) into ל״י verbs: sometimes, however, the former spelling is 
retained, e.g., ָקִרינּו (“we have read”), but ִיְקֶרא (“he shall read”), 
 ,appears א the original (”to read“) ִלְקרֹאות in ;(”to read“) ִלְקרֹות
in spite of the ל״י form (see above Spelling); in the perfect the 
ending of the third person singular feminine is often ת-ָ, e.g., 
 This ending, found also in BH (rarely) in the .(”she was“) ָהָית
strong verb, is in BH considered mainly an archaic survival. 
Its emergence in the ל״י verb in MH cannot be attributed to a 
influence since it does not occur in the other verbal classes. It 
seems that this form entered MH from a non-biblical Hebrew 
dialect in which the original ָהָית ‡ had not become ָהְיָתה. The 
ending ת (taw) is also found in the other conjugations but in 
the nip aʿl there are, besides forms like ִניְכַוות (“she burnt her-
self ”), such forms as ִניְטֵמת (“she became unclean”) where the 
form of the original ל״א verb is identical with the feminine 
singular of the present. But the same form can also occur in an 
original ל״י form ית ּבֵ  ,Naturally .(”she was taken prisoner“) ִניׁשְ
the biblical forms with the ending ָתה also occur. In the parti-
ciple qal there are two forms, e.g., קֹוֶנה (“he buys”) and ָזֶכה (“he 
takes possession,” “he gains,” “he obtains a privilege”).

 verbs: the infinitive of the qal is patterned after the פ״י
imperfect, e.g., ֵליֵרד (“to go down”). The same applies to פ“נ 
verbs: ן  where (”to take“) ִליּטֹול note forms like ;(”to give“) ִליּתֵ
the נ is assimilated (which is not the case in BH).

 חֹולֹות verbs: qal, there are also participle forms like ע״ו
(rare in BH) (“they (fem.) dance”); in the infinitive and in the 
“imperfect” also forms like ָלדֹון (also ָלדּון and ָלִדין) are found 
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(cf., ע״י verbs). There are in BH perfect qal forms like ָקם (“he 
got up”), טֹוב (“he was good”), and ֵמת (“he died”), paralleling 
similar forms in the strong verbs. From the second pattern 
only ּבֹוׁש survived (“he was ashamed”), as did ֵמת. In the per-
fect of nip aʿl forms like ָנדֹון and ִניּדֹון (“he (it) was judged or 
he (it) was discussed”), in the participle ִניּדֹון, are employed. 
There is also ָנמּוְך (“low, short”) but in the Babylonian vocal-
ization ָנמֹוְך. In the hip iʿl there are forms like הֹוִביר (“he left 
(the field) fallow”) (patterned after פי״ו). In the geminated 
conjugations (piʿʿel, puʿʿal, hitpaʿʿel) the forms derived by dou-
bling of the third radical (practically) disappeared; forms like 
-are replaced (practically al ((ּכּון from) ”he intended“) ִהְתּכֹוֵנן
ways) by the ּון  ,type, the second radical being geminated ִנְתּכַ
as in the strong verb.

 verbs: they disappeared almost entirely by (1) turning ע״י
into ין ;ע״ו  or (2) ;ּדּון mostly appears (in the “imperfect”) as ּדִ
by being transferred to the hip iʿl (since the “imperfects” are 
identical); participle qal; ם ים putting” via imperfect“) ׂשָ  (ָיׂשִ
ים < participle of hip) ֵמׂשִ iʿl), only once in BH.

Geminate Verb. There is a tendency in the qal perfect and 
participle to employ the intransitive verbs with the transitive 
forms, i.e., they are patterned after the strong verb: e.g., ת ׁשֶ  ּגֹוׁשֶ
(“(ship) touches (the ground)” – in Hebrew it is intransitive), 
but ַרּבּו (“they multiplied”) (intransitive form). In the imper-
fect the so-called A forms do not seem to occur (נּו  to“) ִייּצָ
keep it cool,” Shab. 22:4) is not a clear-cut case). In the nip aʿl 
the geminate verbs are generally treated as strong verbs, e.g., 
ד ד ,(”was measured“) ִניְמּדַ ֵצץ ,(”is being measured“) ִניְמּדָ יּקָ  ּתִ
(“let it be cut off ”). There seem to be very rare cases of forms 
like ִניּמֹוקּו (“they were defeated”) patterned after ע״ו verbs. In 
the geminated conjugations piʿʿel, puʿʿal, hitpaʿʿel (as in the ע״ו 
verbs, see above) only the strong verb forms appear.

With the verbs ָהָיה and ָחָיה short form (ִיְהֶיה =) ְיֵהא is 
employed in the imperfect, while in the imperative the root 
 ”be“) (הֵוה H =) הִוי is used often even in the A form (A) הוה
sing.); הוֹו (= H הוּו) (“be” plur.). The root חי sometimes appears 
in the participle qal as a geminate (חיי) חי (“he lives”), like ַקל 
(“he is easy”), but according to spelling חיה, obviously to be 
vocalized ָחֶיה‡ (like ָזֶכה above) but corrected in the manu-
scripts to חי.

Tenses. The tense system of BH underwent a radical change 
in MH. The following forms disappeared: the long imperfect 
of the type ְמָרה  the short imperfect of the ;(”I will guard“) ֶאׁשְ
type ַיַעל (“he shall go up”); the forms with the consecutive 
ַמר) (waw) ו מֹר ,ְוׁשָ ׁשְ מֹור the absolute infinitive (ַוּיִ -The infini .ׁשָ
tive construct only survived with the preposition ל, e.g., מֹור  ִלׁשְ
(“to guard”), sometimes even when the preceding verb gov-
erns the preposition ִמן, e.g., ְרחֹוץ  is forbidden (he)“) ָאסּור ִמּלִ
to wash”). The new system comprises: (1) the perfect (which 
also serves as a preterit);

(2) a practically new periphrastic form: היה (“be”) (mainly 
used for the past but also for the future and imperative) plus 
the active and passive participle to indicate repeated, usual, 
concurrent, etc., action (rare in LBH).

The participle is employed as present and future. A new 
periphrastic form (mainly employed when the future needs a 
clear-cut indication, especially when in contrast to the pres-
ent) came into being: infinitive ה הֹוֵלך + ל אָתה ּוְלַאִין ַאּתָ ע ֵמַאִין ּבָ  ּדַ
ָעִתיד ּבֹון,  ְוֶחׁשְ ין  ּדִ ן  ִליּתֵ ָעִתיד  ה  ָאּתָ ִמי   Know whence thou“) ְוִלְפֵני 
art come, whither thou art going, and before whom thou art 
designed to give an account and reckoning”). Contrary to BH 
the imperfect does not denote future anymore: it turned into 
a modal form expressing wish or intention (in the first per-
son) or command (in the third person). It is also used after 
an imperative, as מֹור ָלְך מֹור ִלי ְוֶאׁשְ  guard for me and I shall“) ׁשְ
(will) guard for you”) and as a subjunctive, after the relative 
pronoun – ֶׁש. The imperative survived apparently unchanged. 
The passive participle, mainly the qal of intransitive verbs, 
is employed with certain verbs as a kind of present perfect-
present ָיׁשּוב ֲאִני .(”I am sitting (seated)“) ֲאני  ל   I have“) ְמקּוּבָ
received”) (rare in BH).

It should be noted that MH, as A, very often uses the 
proleptic suffix with verbs, e.g., the common expression y 
.(אמר רבי x לרבי instead of y) ָאַמר לֹו רבי x לרבי

Noun. The noun forms are generally the same as those in 
BH, though some became more widespread, especially some 
of the verbal nouns of the qal. About 15 different noun forms 
are used as verbal nouns of the qal, among them the noun pat-
tern ְקִטיָלה should be especially noted, e.g., ֲאִניָנה (“grief ”). This 
noun pattern in BH as a verbal noun (e.g., ֲאִכיָלה (“eating”)) is 
rare, in the Mishnah, however, there are 130 examples. Its in-
fluence was so great that it was able to change the biblical form 
of ֵרָפה ִריָפה to (”conflagration“) ׂשְ  verbs (ל״א and) ל״י In the .ׂשְ
this form may appear in the ִקְטָיה. pattern, e.g., ְרָיה -crea“) ּבִ
ture, creation”), ִקְרָיה. (“reading”), etc. Though rare, the form 
ֵניָסה is also found, such as ְקֵטיָלה  ְקָטָלה The form .(”entrance“) ּכְ
is also rare (though common with verbs that denote sound), 
e.g., ְצָווָחה (“shouting”). A new form is ֵזל  ָחֵנק ,(”robbery“) ּגָ
(“strangulation”). Verbal nouns with suffixes are also found, 
e.g., יֹון ּדָ  The word does not occur in the) .(”redemption“) ּפִ
absolute state in the Bible.) The number of A patterns is rela-
tively small, e.g., ָלל ָרט ,(”general rule“) ּכְ  ;(”specification“) ּפְ
with the prefix מ (mem): ִמְכָנס (“bringing in”), showing that A 
had a minor influence in this field.

The verbal noun of the piʿʿel is ִקּטּול. or ָלה  both BH) ַקּטָ
but the latter is a borrowing from A). In the hip iʿl also the a 
form ַהְקָטָלה (already in the Bible) predominates along with 
 ,verbs ל״י In the .(burning” (“of offering”)“) ֶהְקֵטר ,.e.g ,ֶהְקֵטל
the form in Babylonian sources is, e.g., הֹוָרָאה (“instruction”); 
whereas in Palestinian sources it is הֹוָרָיה. The form ֶהְקֵטל, e.g., 
 .is, in fact, identical with the absolute infinitive in BH ,ֶהְקֵטר
(As in BH, the segol is an allophone of pattaḥ). In the Babylo-
nian vocalization it may appear both as ַהְקֵטל and ִהיְקֵטל (in 
certain cases). The passive and reflexive conjugations do not 
have their own verbal nouns and employ the verbal nouns 
of the corresponding active conjugations, e.g., ִויּדּוי (“confes-
sion of sin”) from ְלִהְתַוּדֹות. It should be noted, however, that 
the nip aʿl infinitive ֵרת  occurring in the Mishnah also as ,ִהּכָ
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ֵרת  serves as a verbal noun; even a plural ,(”extermination“) ּכָ
form occurs ֵרתֹות .ּכָ

The form with the ending ן-ָ (-ān) is a nomen agentis 
(the agent) noun pattern which is peculiar to MH. In Pales-
tinian manuscripts, these appear mainly as ּגֹוְזָלן (“robber”), 
 etc. (The vocalization is not uniform.) In ,(”murderer“) רֹוְצָחן
Babylonian sources mainly the forms גזלן and רצחן occur. The 
origin of this form is still unclear. The nomen agentis for qal 
of the ָקטֹול pattern, e.g., ָלקֹוַח (“buyer”) might be of A origin. 
It should be noted that MH tried to develop a special form to 
represent the result of an action, namely ה  practically) ְקִטיּלָ
nonexistent in BH). The only example of this form is ה  a“) ֲחִתיּכָ
piece”) alongside the verbal noun ֲחִתיָכה (“cutting”).

Alongside of the construct there is the paraphrastic (the 
circumlocuted) construct state which uses the particle של. As 
Yalon has demonstrated, this word was attached to the no-
men rectum (if this was determined) and contained the defi-
nite article, e.g., ‡עֹוָלם ּלָ ׁשֶ ִרּבֹונֹו  ָהעֹוָלם =  ל  ׁשֶ  master of“) ִרּבֹונֹו 
the world”). How and when של was separated from the noun 
and ceased to contain the definite article is not entirely clear. 
In the Bar Kokhba letters של is separated from the following 
word, which, however, has the definite article. This shows that 
the dialect of the Bar Kokhba letters is not identical with MH 
as it is known today.

In the של phrase there are four types. In three of them 
:includes the definite article של

(a) ּגֹוִים ּלַ ִין ְוַהחֹוֶמץ ׁשֶ  (”wine or the vinegar of Gentiles“) ַהּיַ
(Av. Zar. 2:3). (b) with the prolectic suffix ּגֹוִים ּלַ  the“ ֵאיֵדיֶהן ׁשֶ
festivals of the Gentiles”). The difference in meaning of these 
two constructions is not entirely clear. In each phrase both 
nouns are determined. (c) ת ָהב (= נברשת) ִנְפֶרׁשֶ ּזָ ּלַ  a golden“) ׁשֶ
candlestick”) (Yoma 3:10). (d) יְזהֹוִרית ּלִ ׁשֶ  a thread of“) ָלׁשֹון 
crimson wool”). In each of these phrases both nouns are un-
determined. The reason for the difference between the two 
last constructions is not clear.

Plural. Besides the plural with ין ,ִ-ים-ִ, and ֹות-, a plural with 
the ending אֹות-ָ in Babylonian sources, יֹות-ָ in Palestinian 
sources occurs, e.g., ֶמְרֲחָציֹות = ֶמְרֲחָצאֹות (“bathhouses”). The 
plural of nouns ending in ּות- is not ּיֹות-ֻ, as in the Bible, but 
 A double plural of compound .(”kingdoms“) ַמְלִכּיֹות ,.e.g ,ִ-ּיֹות
nouns, such as, ִנים ׁשָ י  -occurs (cf., for ex (”new years“) ָראׁשֵ
ample, the form מֹות י ׁשֵ ם found in Chronicles, to ,ַאְנׁשֵ י ׁשֵ  ַאְנׁשֵ
(“famous men”) which appears in Genesis).

The rules governing the use of the definite articles are 
still not entirely clear. It should, however, be pointed out that a 
noun with an accompanying adjective generally does not take 
the definite article, e.g., ַלְיָלה ָהִראׁשֹון (“the first night”). Other 
usages, such as, דֹוִלים -which ap (”the high priests“) ַהּכֲֹהִנים ּגְ
pear to be exceptions to the rule require further investigation 
(cf., הכהן גדול in the Dead Sea Scrolls).

PARTICLES. While there are many new adverbs and con-
junctions, such as, ִים ְנּתַ ֵדי ,(”meanwhile“) ּבִ  ,(”in order to“) ּכְ
יו יַצד ,(”now“) ַעְכׁשָ  instead of אבית noteworthy is ,(”how“) ּכֵ
ֵבית  It seems that the biblical prepositions have remained .ּבְ

to a greater extent than the other particles, as in the case of 
the language of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Punic. Some usages 
which should be especially noted are the following: -ל is used 
to a great extent for -ב, e.g., יו  the terumah“) ָהְיָתה ְתרּוָמה ְלתֹוְך ּפִ
was in his mouth”). Many verbs take either one of the follow-
ing prepositions: ב or ל .ל also indicates the accusative (rare in 
BH but common in A). The prepositions עד – על interchange 
(as they do in Galilean and Samaritan Aramaic). The copu-
lative ו (waw) sometimes acts as an explicative ו (waw), e.g., 
-A man should say the benedic“) ְמָבֵרְך ַעל ַהּטֹוָבה ּוֵמֵעין ַעל ָהָרָעה
tion for good fortune regardless of any consequent evil”) (in 
German: und zwar).

In particles of negation besides ֵאין (“not”), employed in 
nominal sentences including participles (note the declension: 
-is used to ne לֹא he/she is not”), also“ – ֵאיָנּה / ֵאינּו .etc ,ֵאיִני
gate participles. The A loan ָלאו is used mainly in the phrase 
 ,א occurs apparently only before (”ֵאין“) ֵאי .(”if not“) ִאם ָלאו
e.g., ם -The expression “yes,” which is ab .(”don’t you“) ֵאי ַאּתֶ
sent in BH, in MH appears as הין (from A).

SYNTAX. Owing to the radical changes that occurred in the 
tense system of MH (see above), the syntax of MH looks very 
different from that of BH. However, since research in syntax 
has to be based on good manuscripts (see The Problem of MH), 
the picture is as yet not entirely clear.

The following may more or less be stated: in the verbal 
sentence generally the verb seems to precede the subject but 
not always. A verb can take a verbal complement in three ways: 
(a) infinitive plus ל (as in BH); (b) the participle ּבֹוֶכה  ִהְתִחיל 
(“he started weeping”) (rare in BH);

(c) a relative clause, ּיֹאַמר ׁשֶ  In .(”he must say“) ָצִריְך 
the past conditional the construction participle plus ָהָיה is 
preferred, ִאּלּו (negative לּוֵלא) opening the sentence, e.g., 
 Had I known (that this was so)“) ִאיּלּו ָהִייִתי יֹוֵדַע לֹא ָהִייִתי נֹוֵדר
I would not have made my vow”). Interrogative sentences 
which expect a negative (?) answer begin with לּום  Relative .ּכְ
sentences are more numerous than in BH since in MH subor-
dinate clauses are used instead of the biblical infinitive plus ב 
or כ (not occurring in MH).

In the comparative sentence often יֹוֵתר is added, e.g., 
ִמסודמיין יֹוֵתר   .Tos. Shab) (”worse than the Sodomites“) ַרע 
7:23).

While in BH the passive is used almost only if the agent 
is unknown (with very few exceptions), in MH it seems to be 
employed even if the agent is known, e.g., ַהּנֹוָלִדים ִמן ַהּסּוס (“all 
offspring from a horse,” lit., “born by a horse”). The agent is 
expressed by מן and by ל, e.g., ֶנֱאָכִלים ַלּכֲֹהִנים (“are eaten by the 
priests”). As noted, the syntax of MH has to be restudied on 
the basis of good manuscripts.

VOCABULARY. A great part of BH vocabulary disappeared 
from MH including even words indicating close relation, 
ֶטן ,or parts of the body, such as (”uncle“) ּדֹוד  ּבֶֹהן ,(”belly“) ּבֶ
(“thumb”) was replaced by ל  As is well known these .(אגודל) ּגּוּדָ
two fields are the most resistant to change in every language. 
Less amazing is the fact that vocabulary used only in the po-
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etic parts of BH did not generally survive in MH, e.g, ָחרּוץ 
(“gold”). The vocabulary of MH is composed of the following 
elements: (1) Hebrew; (2) loanwords from Persian, Akkadian, 
Greek, Latin, and Aramaic.

Hebrew. The Hebrew element has many facets:
(a) BH whose meaning remained the same, such as, ָיד (“hand”), 
ִית ,(”foot“) ֶרֶגל ה ,(”house“) ּבַ staff“) ַמּטֶ ַמע ,(”to go out“) ָיָצא ,(”  ׁשָ
(“to hear”), ָרָאה (“to see”).

(b) BH words which took on a different form (in the fol-
lowing examples the first word is the biblical form and the 
second the mishnaic): ֵאת ַמׂשְ ּוָאה –   ,(”flares,” “fire signs“) ַמּשׂ
יל ל – ְלַהְכׁשִ ֵ ין – ָיִמין ,(”to cause to stumble“) ְלַכּשׁ  (”right hand“) ַיּמִ
(Aramaic?), ָזג ֵחיל ,(”grape-peel“) ֹזֹוג –  -surround“) ַחִיל – 
ing wall”). Some words found in the Bible are only in the 
singular whereas in MH they occur also in the plural, e.g., 
ֹה ִמּטָ ים – ׁשְ ִמיּטִ  In particular this is the case .(”sabbatical year“) ׁשְ
with collective nouns, such as ִרי רֹות – ּפְ  ְיָרקֹות – ָיָרק ,(”fruit“) ּפֵ
(“vegetable”). Some words found only in the plural in the Bible 
occur in MH in the singular. such as, ְטִנים ְטָנה =) ּבֹוְטָנה – ּבָ -pis“ ּבָ
tachio”). Verbs, such as (רום > תרומה > תרם) תרם, from the BH 
root רּום, in hip iʿl ְלָהִרים (“to raise”), with the preformative ת 
(taw) formed the noun רּוָמה  MH derived .(”heave offering“) ּתְ
from רּוָמה  which is now used instead of BH תרם a new root ּתְ
 meeting“) ַוַעד ,.Nouns were formed from verbs, e.g .ְלָהִרים
place”) < ֵעד  ִהְתַוּדֹות > (”confession of sin“) ִוּדּוי ,(”to meet“) ִהּוָ
(“to confess”) where the biblical aversion to waw as the first 
radical did not apply anymore.

(c) Some nouns which apparently changed their gender 
under a influence, e.g., ּכֹוס (“goblet”) which became mascu-
line while ֶדה .became feminine (”field“) ׂשָ

(d) A biblical element which changed semantically but 
not morphologically. Some words are concrete in the Bible 
and abstract in MH, e.g., ָנהֹוג “to lead,” in MH “to behave.” 
Similarly זֹור  ”.in MH means only “to decide” and not “to cut ּגָ
 in the Bible means “eternity,” but in MH “world.” Some עֹוָלם
words were semantically restricted, e.g., ְצָדָקה “righteousness” 
and “charity,” in MH means only “charity.” ַחג (“holiday”) re-
fers only to “Sukkot” in MH and ֲעֶצֶרת (“assemblage”) only to 
“Shavuot.” It is sometimes difficult to decide whether a par-
ticular biblical root changed its meaning or the root in MH 
is simply homophonic, for example, סֹול  in the Bible means ּפָ
“to hew,” with the derived noun סֹוֶלת  ְנעֹוֶרת ,.cf) (”refuse“) ּפְ
“tow”). From סֹוֶלת  a denominative qal verb was formed (“to ּפְ
declare unfit”); there may, however, be a different root here 
(as found in Arabic). But the root א -to ingratiate him“) ְלִהְתַחּטֵ
self ”) is certainly not identical with the Hebrew root חטא (“to 
sin”), but is an A root.

(e) Non-biblical Hebrew elements. It is certain that the 
Bible does not contain the whole vocabulary of the biblical 
period, as shown by personal names and inscriptions (cf., the 
word זדה in the Siloam inscription (as yet unexplained) and 
-appearing on weights (meaning apparently “half,” cf., Ar נצף
abic). Therefore at least some of those roots which cannot be 
proven to be foreign loans are probably survivals from the bib-

lical period and only incidentally did not appear in the Bible. 
This is, of course, impossible to prove in most cases. Some-
times, it cannot be determined whether the form originated 
in h (or in a Hebrew-Canaanite dialect) or in a neighboring 
dialect (such as Edomite (?)). It seems probable that most of 
these words are of H (or Hebrew-Canaanite) origin. Consider, 
for example, the root ָחזֹור (“to return”) (in Eastern Aramaic 
 apparently a borrowing ,חזר in Western Aramaic ;הדר – חדר
from Hebrew). This root may have reached H through one of 
the Canaanite dialects. On the other hand, the root of ב  ְלִהְתַעּכֵ
(“to be delayed”) is less certain. (There is no certain parallel in 
the other Semitic languages.) The certainty is greater for agri-
cultural terms or for parts of the body, e.g., ָרף) ָסָרף  ,(”resin“) (ׂשָ
which do not occur in other Semitic languages. The form of 
the word ְטחֹול (“spleen”) shows its Hebrew-Canaanite origin. 
Since the Arabic cognate is ṭiḥāl and ā appears here as ō, as in 
Hebrew-Canaanite (a change which did not occur in A loan-
words), the H origin of the word seems more or less to be cer-
tain. The root מסוק (“to harvest olives”) is probably Hebrew 
since it has no cognate in the other Semitic languages. It was 
only by chance that these roots did not occur in the Bible, or 
maybe they were current in a different H dialect (regarding 
 (with a similar meaning נקוף compare the biblical root מסוק
but not in BH. In order to clarify the relationship between MH 
and BH, and especially A, the vocabulary of the former should 
be studied thoroughly on the basis of excellent manuscripts 
and according to different fields in semantics.

Loanwords. Persian. The Persian hegemony in Palestine 
lasted only 200 years and Persian consequently did not leave 
a strong mark. Administrative terms such as ר ְזּבָ  ,(”treasurer“) ּגִ
already found in the Bible, occur, but not ַמְרכֹול (the Palestin-
ian form) – אמרכל (the Babylonian form) (“a high official”). 
The word ֶוֶרד (“rose”) seems to be Iranian. The fact that the 
word begins with ו (waw) points to its non-Hebrew origin (but 
see above Vocabulary (b)).

Akkadian. Most Akkadian words in MH were borrowed 
through an A intermediary. Some words, however, do not ap-
pear in A. The Akkadian-Sumerian ר  is hardly (”meadow“) ַאּפַ
found in the A dialects. On the other hand ַתי  ,(”when“) ֶאּמָ
parallel to BH ָמַתי, is found in several a dialects. Many Akka-
dian mercantile terms, such as, ָטר ט ,(”writ“) ׁשְ -writ (of di“) ּגֵ
vorce)”), ר ּגָ  from the (”tenant farmer“) ָאִריס ,(”merchant“) ּתַ
Akkadian root erēšu (“to plough”) have entered MH, as have 
terms from the material culture, such as, ף -of Su) (”page“) ּדַ
merian origin). The root זּוז (“to move”) is also of Akkadian 
origin. It is possible that the meaning of ָלקֹוַח (“to purchase”), 
found mainly in MH, is an Akkadian calque (loan translation). 
That is apparently why when ָלקֹוַח (“to take”) also acquired the 
new meaning “to purchase,” the BH ה ָ  ”,to take a wife“) ָלַקח ִאּשׁ
i.e., “to marry”) changed in LBH to ה ָ א ִאּשׁ .ָנׂשָ

Greek. Many administrative, religious, mercantile, material 
culture (excluding agriculture), and even everyday words were 
borrowed from Greek. From the Greek word זֹוג (“yoke”) a 
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denominative verb was formed; similarly (?ָאֵויר) ֲאֵויר (“air”) 
and ֶהְדיֹוט (“simple person”) are Greek. There are mercantile 
terms: יְנֵקס -wholesale provi“) ִסיטֹון and (”account book“) ּפִ
sion dealer”): household terms: ָקֶתדָרה (“chair with a back”), 
and רֹוְזדֹוד רֹוְזדֹור corrupted in the printed versions) ּפְ -ves“) (ּפְ
tibule”): administrative terms: ֶסְנֶהְדִרין (Greek “assembly”), 
and ס -ur ;(to praise,” mainly a king or a high official“) ְלַקּלֵ
ban terminology: מטרופולין (“city”), פלטין (“palace”), and ְלֵמן 
רּוב :food terms ;(in Babylonian sources of MH (“port”) נמל)  ּכְ
(“cabbage”). The expression ( ּתָ ַרׁשְ -you have (well) ex“) ָיֶפה (ּדָ
plained”) (in BH ָיֶפה = beautiful) seems to be a calque, as is 
apparently ִלים .(Lieberman) (”he did“) ִהׁשְ

Latin. The few Latin loanwords are from the administrative 
and military spheres, e.g., ִליְבָלר (“scribe”), ִלְגיֹון ‡ (“legion”), 
אסתרטה (”troop of soldiers“) נֹוְמרֹון  ָקרֹון ,(”street“) סרטה – 
(“wagon”), ַסְפֵסל (“bench”), and ַטְבָלה (“table”).

Other Languages. Assuming that the language of the Edomites 
who settled in Palestine was closer to Arabic than to H (there 
is, however, no proof of this), it may be hypothesized that the 
word ׁשֹוָבְך (“dovecote”), Arabic šubbak (“window”), was bor-
rowed from Edomite. The Arabic š was taken into Hebrew 
without the linguistic change to ׂש. According to an opinion 
in the Talmud, the expression יֹוֵני הֹורדסיֹות (the second word 
appears in various forms) in the Mishnah means “doves of 
the king Herod,” which (according to Josephus) he raised in 
his home. חֹוֶטם (“nose”), from a rare biblical root, brings to 
mind the nose ring (ֲחָטם) of the camel. This word may have 
come into Hebrew from the language of a people that still em-
ployed camels (from Edomite?); the assumption is, of course, 
purely speculative.

Influence of Aramaic. Unlike the above languages whose in-
fluence on MH was felt mainly in the vocabulary, A had a far-
reaching impact and left its mark on all facets of the language, 
namely, orthography, phonetics and phonology, morphology 
including inflection, syntax, and vocabulary. There is room for 
investigation as to whether MH was a Hebrew-Aramaic mixed 
language. This question may be posed owing to the fact that 
A had a pervading influence in all spheres of the language, 
including inflection, which is generally considered to be im-
penetrable to foreign influence. It is possible, however, that 
because of the symbiosis of A and Hebrew-Canaanite the two 
exerted a mutual influence (see especially phonology).

Orthography. All of the peculiarities mentioned above 
as being in MH are found, more or less, in the Palestinian Ara-
maic dialects as well, especially Galilean and Christian-Pales-
tinian Aramaic, and even in the eastern dialects.

Phonetics and Phonology. The fact that the consonan-
tal phonemes (according to biblical A also the vocalic pho-
nemes) are from a synchronic point of view identical in both 
languages – a phenomenon without parallel often even in dif-
ferent dialects of the same language – is noteworthy. There is 
reason to believe that this is due to Hebrew-Canaanite: from A 

inscriptions it is known that there were several phonemes in A 
which did not exist in Hebrew-Canaanite. Common to H and A 
are the double realization בג"ד כפ"ת (b g d k p t); the weakening 
of the gutturals to a greater or lesser extent in most of the A dia-
lects; and common assimilation and dissimilation phenomena 
(with regard to ר (reš), especially in Galilean Aramaic).

Inflection. The independent personal pronoun ְַאּת (“you” 
masc.) and the possessive pronouns ְך-ָ, -see above Pro) ִ-יְך 
nouns) are clear indications of A influence. With regard to the 
verb, the influence was weaker. The A root הוה appears maybe 
even with an A vocalization (see above). The loss of the puʿʿal is 
paralleled in A, whereas the hop aʿl still exists as opposed to the 
A dialects where it disappeared (with the exception of the early 
dialects). The rare occurrence of the ʾettap aʿl, the development 
of the nitpaʿʿal, and the rejection of forms such as ְמרּון ׁשְ  see) ּתִ
above conjugations) point to an anti-Aramaic trend. A influ-
ence was less felt in the noun patterns.

Tenses and Syntax. The tense system completely paral-
lels that of Galilean Aramaic and is close to that of Christian-
Palestinian and Samaritan Aramaic. It is also similar to that 
of Eastern Aramaic. The assumption that the whole tense sys-
tem is influenced by A seems to be inescapable. Note, how-
ever, that biblical Aramaic and the old A inscriptions show 
that this system is not original with A. Even though there still 
is no real comprehensive study on the syntax of MH and the 
Western Aramaic dialects, there seems to be a far-reaching 
parallelism between them.

Vocabulary. It is clear that A influence is considerable in 
this category. Absolute proof is provided by loanwords hav-
ing an A root consonant which differs diachronically from 
the Hebrew cognates (ת ,ע ,ט ,ד), or by loanwords in which a 
difference arises because of the Hebrew Canaanite vowel shift 
ā > ō. Thus, for example, א -to oc“) איַרע ,(”to ingratiate“) ִהְתַחּטֵ
cur”) < A ערע, Hebrew-Canaanite ערץ ‡ are all A; similarly, 
א ָעה ,in BH ֶאן ָלא = ִאם לֹא (”but“) ֶאיּלָ  Even in the .(”hour“) ׁשָ
numerals there are A elements, e.g., תּות  ּתֹוֶמן and (”a sixth“) ׁשְ
(“an eighth”). As is well known also the numerals are most 
resistant to penetration of foreign elements.

In other cases the decision may be in favor of an A in-
fluence, e.g., ֶאְמַצע (“middle”), ָממֹון (?) (“money”), and many 
more. There is still no up-to-date work on this subject. All the 
studies published in this field are unreliable.

There are also many calques, such as, ָאַחז  he“) ָסַגר = 
closed”). Similarly the fact that in MH ּכֹוס (“goblet”) is mascu-
line and ֶדה .is feminine goes back to A influence (”field“) ׂשָ

Due to A influence there are occasionally in MH words 
which are archaic in the Bible (but in general such words dis-
appeared from MH), e.g., עֹוָנה (“time”), – ְימֹות (“days”) as in 
the phrase ה .(”the sunny season“) ְימֹות ַהַחּמָ

A biblical word might change in form because of A in-
fluence, e.g., ִהּנֹם יא (ֶבן)  ם in the Bible, but ּגֵ יִהּנָ  (”Gehenna“) ּגֵ
in MH (with a different meaning). This is the traditional pro-
nunciation in several Jewish communities.
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Dialects of Mishnaic Hebrew
The early state of affairs as represented by the manuscripts 
will be discussed here and not the differences between the 
living traditions of the different Jewish communities (mainly 
the Yemenite, Sephardi, and Ashkenazi). It is certain that 
there were differences between the Babylonian and Palestin-
ian traditions. It is even possible to assume that archaic forms 
which later changed in the Palestinian tradition occasionally 
remained in the Babylonian tradition. Consider the follow-
ing example: according to the transcription of the New Tes-
tament it is known that the old form of רבי (“rabbi”) was י  .ַרּבִ
This form was preserved in the Babylonian vocalization tra-
dition, but in Palestinian manuscripts the vocalization is י  ֶרּבִ
י) י and even (ִרּבִ  Greek transcriptions from Palestine, and .ְרּבִ
later transcriptions in Italy, prove that the first two forms are 
correct Palestinian forms. They were also preserved in the 
traditions of various communities. The form מּוָעט (“small 
part”) is found mainly in Babylonian sources. The normal 
form ְממּוָעט is found mainly in Palestinian manuscripts (also 
 However in the Dead Sea Scrolls the Babylonian form .(מועט
-occurs. A clear difference between Palestine and Baby מועט
lonia is indicated by such forms as הֹוָדָאה (“thanks”) (Babylo-
nian) as opposed to הֹוָדָיה (Palestinian). Similarly גזלן (Baby-
lonian) and ּגֹוְזָלן (Palestinian).

It seems that even in Palestine there were dialectical dif-
ferences and though the indications are few concerning the 
vocabulary, the evidence of the Talmud on certain points 
may be accepted. ְרָפפֹות (“shutters”) were called by one tanna 
 Besides this, it is difficult at the moment to find other .ְרָעדֹות
differences, such as, the interchange ע – א ( aʿyin) – (alep) at-
tributed to the academy of Eliezer b. Jacob. The MH of the Bar 
Kokhba letters is slightly different from that which has been 
transmitted. של is not connected to the word following it. The 
nomen rectum, however, has the definite article (as opposed 
to the situation in the printed editions of MH texts). Instead 
of את, there is (as in Punic) ת, e.g., ָבִלים  the“) תכבלים = ֶאת ַהּכְ
chains”) (perhaps this form will be discovered in good man-
uscripts). The word אזי (“then”) found in these letters is not 
present in normal MH.

There seem to be traces of an H dialect which was not 
identical with BH. If this is not assumed, then it is difficult 
to explain the exclusive use of זו instead of זֹאת (zō + t) since 
there is no way of explaining the loss of the ת (taw). It is pref-
erable to assume that זו came to predominate in MH from an-
other H dialect in which this archaic form existed. (זו already 
occurs in the Bible.) The forms ָהָיה (“she was”) and ָקָנה (“she 
bought”) are even more to the point (see above weak verb). 
The regular biblical form ָהְיָתה and ָקְנָתה developed from ָקָנת 
‡ + ā which was taken over from the other verbal classes. It is 
impossible to understand how a retrogression would occur in 
MH; these forms are thus better explained as intrusions from 
a dialect in which the process קנת > ָקְנָתה did not take place. 
(Survivals of the archaic form occur in the Bible and in the 
Siloam inscription.)

Mishnaic Hebrew of the Palestinian Amoraim
This dialect has been studied on the basis of Vat. Ms. Ebr. 30 of 
Bereshit Rabbah. On the one hand it has been found to have 
a considerable mixture of BH and on the other to contain in-
dependent forms that are found in MH but not in tannaitic 
sources. (They occur in very few cases and must have been 
corruptions). Thus, זאת occurs as an adjective, e.g., הלבנה הזאת 
(“this moon”). The far deictic pronouns ה ז and (”that“) ַהּלָ  ַהּלָ
(“that one”) disappeared and were replaced by אֹותֹו (“him”), 
etc. These changes are to be regarded as internal H develop-
ments, though the last was perhaps influenced by A. The end-
ing ת is sometimes found in the third person feminine perfect 
in verb classes other than ל״ה (A influence). In the imperfect 
first person singular, the first person plural form is sometimes 
employed (as in Galilean Aramaic). This usage is found only 
once in the Mishnah. As in BH the construct infinitive without 
-As opposed to MH the follow .(ּבֹוא + ִמן) ִמּבֹוא ,.occurs, e.g ל-
ing differences should be noted: (1) internal H development; 
(2) admixture of BH; (3) increased A influence.

Mishnaic Hebrew of the Babylonian Amoraim
This dialect has not yet been studied (see below). The word 
ּפֹות as against (”trash“) אשפה  may (in the tannaitic Hebrew) ַאׁשְ
point to independent development.

[Eduard Yecheskel Kutscher]

Kutcher’s description is still valid in its main features. 
However, since the 1970s research in MH has made consid-
erable progress. While the description above is based on 
the Mishnah according to Ms. Kaufmann, in recent years 
other MSS of the Mishnah have been described, such as Paris, 
Parma 497, Deinard, Maimonides’ Autograph, and Genizah 
fragments. Haneman’s description of the verb system in Ms. 
Parma 138 can serve as a model for the “classic” MH verb sys-
tem. Other tannaitic as well as amoraic sources were investi-
gated, such as the Tosefta, Sifra, Palestinian and Babylonian 
Talmuds. Traditions contained in old sources and oral tradi-
tions were described, such as Yemen, Aleppo, Tunisia, Italy, 
early and late Ashkenazi traditions, the Karaite tradition, and 
others. The Babylonian Punctuation tradition is presented in 
detail in Yeivin’s monumental work. Syntax is described ac-
cording to Ms. Kaufmann of the Mishnah and there is a full 
description of the tense system.

In these descriptions many features were recognized to 
be typical of MH. The following are a few examples: It was 
proved that a doubling of ר was common in certain tradi-
tions of MH. The relative pronoun ש is vocalized with sheva 
in some circumstances, such as ְשהּוא (these two phenomena 
are very rare in the Masoretic Vocalization of the Bible). Some 
conjugations of the verb (or modifications of old conjuga-
tions) were established: nuf aʿl as a variant of nif aʿl in verbs 
I-y and I-n, e.g. ל ל instead of the common) ֻנּטַ  pŒ > el and ;(ִנּטַ
nitpŒ > al (instead of paʿʿel and nitpaʿʿal), e.g., ְמָזֵמן; nitpaʿʿal 
in participle can take the form ֵעל  instead of the common) ִנְתּפַ
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ֵעל  For the meaning of the conjugations, it was claimed .(ִמְתּפַ
that the hif iʿl can serve for the same meaning as the qal (as it 
is claimed of the piʿʿel).

In the field of vocabulary, Moreshet’s lexicon lists and dis-
cusses all the verbs in MH not found in the Bible. According 
to his findings, there are about 500 new verbs in MH, of which 
two-thirds can be attributed to Aramaic influence. In this field 
mention should also be made of the Historical Dictionary 
Project of the Academy of the Hebrew Language, which pro-
duced a full concordance of tannaitic and amoraic literature 
according to reliable MSS (of other periods). This concordance 
gives an accurate list of the vocabulary of MH and serves as a 
fundamental tool of research in this field.

The richness and variety revealed in so many reliable 
sources enabled Bar-Asher to sort and arrange MH sources ac-
cording to two criteria (he deals exclusively with the Mishnah, 
but in fact his observations are valid for all tannaitic and amo-
raic sources): (1) Palestinian vs. Babylonian branches, e.g., 
while in Palestinian sources (such as Ms. Kaufmann of the 
Mishnah) we find the verb נתאלמנה, in Babylonian sources 
(such as quotations from the Mishnah in the Babylonian Tal-
mud) the verb is נתארמלה. Although the last verb was prob-
ably borrowed from A, it is an ancient borrowing, as it occurs 
already in the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls. (2) Western 
vs. Eastern traditions, which differ mainly in the realization of 
written texts; e.g. while in the Western traditions a doubling 
of ר is almost nonexistent, it is quite common in the Eastern 
traditions of MH. Many of these differences seem to go back 
to ancient times and may have existed when MH was still a 
living tongue.

[Yochanan Breuer (2nd ed.)]
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Introduction
After Hebrew as a spoken language was replaced by Aramaic, 
it became a written language whose history is from and for 
books alone. The principal sources for the writers were Bibli-
cal Hebrew and Mishnaic Hebrew and these met the needs of 
all forms of written expression: religious and secular poetry, 
letters, books on science, and philosophy.

Hebrew became a second language, existing side by side 
with the vernacular languages spoken by Jews wherever they 
happened to be. Such a duality was quite normal in the Middle 
Ages; spoken Arabic existed alongside classical Arabic, other 
languages were spoken where Latin was the literary medium. 
Although it became a written language, Hebrew did not re-
main petrified, limited to passages quoted in their original 
form and meaning, but lived “an active life” in written texts. 
New topics, whether in original writings or in translations, 
necessitated an expansion of the language, especially in the 
coining of new terms for concepts and subjects not found in 
the Bible, the Mishnah, or the Midrashim, e.g., philosophy, 
medicine, etc. Responsa which had to deal with everyday 
subjects, not found in earlier halakhic responsa, also led to 
linguistic innovation, especially in vocabulary. Since it was a 
written language, many new forms were invented for literary 
purposes: rhetorical language and stylistic embellishment, 
especially in poetry. It is difficult to evaluate the changes on 
linguistic grounds alone, particularly in poetry; the language 
was, as it were, raw material for stylistic variation.

In a living language which serves as a natural means 
of spoken communication, an innovation is any new form 
which carries a specific meaning (morphological-semantic 
innovation). Innovation of this kind occurred in the writ-
ten language in books of science, especially as translations 
of new concepts which had previously been unknown to the 
Hebraic world and had no equivalents in Hebrew, e.g., agron 
(more correctly egron; “a dictionary”), mahut (“essence”). 
New meanings were added to existing words; this is a com-
mon feature of poetry as a means to enrich the language. In 
piyyuṭ, though not only there, use was made of the system of 
“alternate forms,” whereby existing words could change their 
form – according to regular patterns of analogical formation, 
and also irregularly – without any change in meaning. These 
are morphological-stylistic changes, but not semantic. This 
technique is generally foreign to the spoken language where 
every form has its own specific meaning.

The linguistic changes of the written language, unlike 
those of the spoken tongue, do not take place of their own ac-
cord, through the operation of analogy, leveling, attraction, 
etc. They owe their existence to the needs of artistic and sty-
listic embellishment and are premeditated rather than spon-
taneous (as will be explained below). They include changes 
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